We propose an 1 regularized estimator for the parameters of a high dimensional change point regression model and provide the corresponding rates of convergence for the regression as well change point estimates. Importantly, the computational cost of our estimator is 2·Lasso(n, p), where Lasso(n, p) represents the computational burden of one Lasso optimization. In comparison, existing grid search based approaches to this problem require a computational cost of at least n · Lasso(n, p) optimizations. We work under a subgaussian random design where the underlying assumptions in our study are milder than those currently assumed in the high dimensional change point regression literature. We allow the true change point parameter τ 0n to possibly move to the boundaries of its parametric space, and the jump size β 0 −γ 0 2 to possibly diverge as n increases. We also characterize the corresponding effects of these quantities on the rates of convergence of the regression and change point estimates. Simulations are performed to empirically evaluate performance of the proposed estimators. The methodology is applied to community level socioeconomic data of the U.S., collected from the 1990 U.S. census and other sources.
Introduction
Regression models are fundamental to statistical modelling and analysis of data collected from scientific phenomena. While applying regression models, one often assumes the regression parameters to be stable over time. However, this assumption may be rigid and may not hold in several environmental, biological and economic models, particularly when data is collected over an extended period of time. There are several approaches to model this dynamic phenomenon in regression parameters.
One approach is to let the parameters change at certain unknown time points of the sampling period (Hinkley 1970 (Hinkley , 1972 Jandhyala and MacNeill, 1997; Bai 1996 Bai , 1997 Jandhyala and Fotopoulos, 1999, the change point based on one or more covariate thresholds (Hinkley 1969 (Hinkley , 1971 Koul et al., 2003) . In the literature, these models are called change point/two phase regression models, respectively. It is also common to broadly call both as change point regression models. Such dynamic models have been found to have wide ranging applications in all areas of scientific inquiry Lund et al., 2007; Beaulieu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013) .
Technological advances in the past two decades have led to the wide availability of large scale/high dimensional data sets in several areas of applications such as genomics, social networking, empirical economics, finance etc. This has led to rapid development of high dimensional statistical methods. A large body of literature has now been developed pertaining to the study of regression models capable of allowing a vastly larger number of parameters p than the sample size n. One of the most successful methods for analysing high dimensional regression models is the Lasso, which is based on the least squares loss and 1 regularization (Tibshirani, 1996) . Undoubtedly, this seminal paper has led to an explosion of literature on high dimensional regression models. Innumerable investigations have been carried out to study the behavior of the Lasso estimator and its various modifications in many different settings (see e.g., Bickel, 2009; Zou, 2006; Zhang, 2010; Belloni et al. 2011 Belloni et al. , 2017b Kaul et al. 2014 Kaul et al. , 2015 Kaul et al. , 2016 , and the references therein). For a general overview on the developments of Lasso and its variants we refer to the monograph of Bühlmann and van de Geer (2011) and the review article of Tibshirani (2011) . All afforementioned articels provide results in a regression setting where the parameters are dynamically stable. In the recent past, work has also been carried out in the context of high dimensional change point models in an 'only means' setup, where change occurs in only the mean of time ordered independent random vectors, with the dimension of the observation vector being larger than the number of observations (Cho and Fryzlewicz, 2014; Fryzlewicz, 2014; Wang and Samworth, 2017; among others) . Here the change is characterized in the sense of a dynamic mean vector. Another context in which high dimensional change point models have been investigated is that of a dynamic covariance structure which is related to the study of evolving networks (Gibberd and Roy, 2017; Atchadé and Bybee, 2017) . In contrast, change point methods for high dimensional linear regression models have recieved much less attention and only a select few articles have considered this problem in the recent literature (Ciuperca, 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Leonardi and Bühlmann, 2016; Lee et al. 2016 Lee et al. , 2017 .
In this paper, we consider a high dimensional change point linear regression model given by,
[w i > τ n ] + ε i , i = 1, ..., n.
(1.1)
In model (1.1), the variables observed are: response variable y i ∈ R, p-dimensional predictors x i ∈ R p , and change inducing variable w i ∈ R, i = 1, .., n. The parameters of interest are the regression parameters β, γ ∈ R p , and the change point τ n ∈ (−∞, ∞). We let (β 0 , γ 0 , τ 0n ) be the true unknown values of (β, γ, τ n ). The change point τ 0n represents a threshold value of the variable w subsequent to which the regression parameter changes from its initial value β 0 to a new value γ 0 , (β 0 = γ 0 ).
Furthermore, we let p >> n, so that model (1.1) corresponds to a high dimensional setting. Also, consistent with current literature, we assume that only a total of s components of β 0 and γ 0 are non-zero, i.e., β 0 0 + γ 0 0 ≤ s, where s < n.
Recently, models similar to (1.1) have been studied by Ciuperca (2012) , Zhang et al. (2015) , Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) , and Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 . Similar to model (1.1), Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 consider a high dimensional model with only a single unknown change point, whereas, Zhang (2015) , and Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) consider a model where an increasing number of change points may be present in the model. Ciuperca (2012) considers a multiple change point setting where the dimension p of the regression parameters is fixed. The common thread in these articles is to provide 1 regularized estimators for the parameters β, γ, τ and study their rates of convergence under different norms. In an earlier work, Wu (2008) provided an information-based criterion for carrying out change point analysis and variable selection in the fixed p setting; this methodology, however is not extendable to the high dimensional setting. While these articles make an important begining to this fast emerging area, there is a lot of scope here to make further contributions. For example, the estimators they propose may be computationally challenging to implement. Often, their algorithms require solving O(n· Lasso(n, p)) sub-problems, where Lasso(n, p)
is the computational cost of running one Lasso optimization. Assumptions made in these articles, such as bounded designs and other restrictive conditions are more stringent than those typically required for high dimensional regression models without change points.
In this paper, we propose an 1 regularized estimator for estimating (β, γ, τ ) of model (1.1), whose computational cost is only 2Lasso(n, p), significantly below the nLasso(n, p) cost of existing methods. The rate of convergence associated with the proposed estimator is such that it is optimal for the regression parameters and it matches the best rate of convergence available in the literature for estimating the change point. As for the assumptions, we work in a random design setting under assumptions that are typical for high dimensional linear regression models without change points.
Our assumptions are significantly weaker than those currently assumed for high dimensional change point regression models. A detailed comparison of our assumptions, estimators and their rates of convergence to the existing literature is provided in Section 2.2. Before we describe our proposed methodology in Section 2, we outline below the notations used in this paper.
Throughout the paper, for any vector δ ∈ R p , δ 0 represents the number of non-zero components in δ, and δ 1 and δ 2 represent the standard 1-norm and Euclidean norm, respectively. The norm δ ∞ represents the usual sup norm, i.e., the maximum of absolute values of all elements. For any set of indices T ⊆ {1, ...., p}, let δ T = (δ j ) j∈T represent a sub-vector of δ containing components corresponding to the indices in T. Also, let |T | represent the cardinality of the set T. The notation
represents the usual indicator function. We denote by a ∧ b = min{a, b}, for any a, b ∈ R. In the following, let Φ(· ) be the cdf of w i s and
. We shall use the following notation to represent generic constants that may be different from one line to the next. For example, 0 < c u < ∞ represent universal constants, whereas 0 < c m < ∞ are constants that depend on model parameters such as variance parameters of underlying distributions. Also, 0 < c a < ∞ are arbitrary constants that can be chosen appropriately depending upon the context. Lastly, 0 < c 1 , c 2 < ∞ are representative of generic constants that may depend on all of c u , c m , c a .
Methodology and Related Work

Proposed Methodology
The most commonly applied approach to estimating parameters of models such as (1.1) with a single change point is to consider, (β,γ,τ ) = arg min
where loss(data, β, γ, τ ) is an appropriately chosen loss function, and pen(β, γ, τ ) is a suitably defined weighted penalty function on the regression parameters β, γ (e.g., Lee et al. 2016 Lee et al. , 2017 . Here T is some restriction on the parametric space of the change point parameter τ. The loss function in (2.1)
is nonconvex and consequently a direct optimization of (2.1) is typically computationally infeasible.
To circumvent this difficulty, the parametric space T is usually broken into a grid of points T * , and β(τ ),γ(τ ) are computed for each τ ∈ T * . The estimateτ of the change point τ 0n is then obtained as the value of τ ∈ T * that minimizes the objective function in (2.1) overβ(τ ),γ(τ ). When the loss function is based on least squares and the penalty is of an 1 -type, the computational cost of running the above grid search is |T * |Lasso(n, p), where |T * | is typically of order n. Note that this grid search mechanism quickly becomes computationally intensive as n, p increase. In the case of multiple change points, Zhang et al. (2015) , and Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) provide dynamic programming approaches that can estimate the number and location of change points with the same nLasso(n, p) computational cost.
In this article, we propose an estimator for (β, γ, τ ) of model (1.1) that avoids the grid search mechanism. The estimator we propose is based upon only a two-step algorithm. To present the algorithm, we let u n be a positive sequence defined as,
Here k := k n can also be allowed to depend on n as long as suitable conditions on u n are satisfied.
The two-step algorithm by which we compute our estimator is presented below:
Algorithm 1:
Step 0 (initializing step): Let τ (0) be any initial value of τ such that |Φ(
Then compute the initial regression parameter estimate (β (0) ,γ (0) ) such that
Step 1: Update τ (0) to obtain the change point estimateτ (1) where,
Step 2: Update (β (0) ,γ (0) ) to obtain regression parameter estimates (β (1) ,γ (1) ) where,
Implementation of Algorithm 1 requires an initial value τ (0) in a u n -neighborhood of τ 0n .
While this might comes accross as a limitation of the algorithm, our numerical computations (see Section 5) reveal that Algorithm 1 is not particularly sensitive to the choice of τ (0) . Also, note that the optimization in
Step 1 for obtainingτ (1) is not restricted to a grid of discrete points.
Rather, it encompasses the entire real line. To see the feasibility of implementating this optimization, first note that the objective function in
Step 1 remains the same for any value of τ ∈ (w i , w i+1 ), i = 1, ..., n − 1. Thus the objective function in
Step 1 is a step function with step changes occuring at w i , i = 1, ..., n. This observation, and the fact that the global optimumτ must lie in some interval (w i , w i+1 ) essentially enable us to implement
Step 1 even while τ ∈ R. Another note of interest in implementing Algorithm 1 is the convenience of separability in computing the optimizersβ,γ for any fixed τ by computing,
Mainly, in this article, we derive finite sample bounds for the error in estimates obtained from Algorithm 1. The specific error bounds we derive are,
s log p n , q = 1, 2, with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p). These and other related results about estimates from Algorithm 1 are covered in Section 3 and 4. The sharpness and/or optimality of the above bounds may be seen from the following special case. Upon letting β 0 −γ 0 2 s log p/n → 0, and Φ min (τ 0n ) > c u , in (2.7), we obtain,
with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p). In an ordinary high dimensional linear regression model without change points, it has been shown that the optimal rate of convergence for regression estimates is s log p/n under the 2 norm (Ye and Zhang, 2010; Raskutti, 2011; Belloni, 2017) . This implies that the rate of convergence of the regression estimates from Algorithm 1 (which stops after one iteration) cannot be uniformly improved upon by carrying out further iterations (over subgaussian distributions). Also, the rate of convergence of the change point estimate in (2.8) is the fastest available in the literature. We shall now state the conditions under which the results of this article are derived.
Condition A (assumptions on model parameters):
, where S 1 = {j; β 0j = 0} and S 2 = {j; γ 0j = 0}. Then for some s = s n ≥ 1, we assume that |S| ≤ s.
(ii) The model dimensions s, p, n, and Φ min (τ 0n ) satisfy s log p nΦ min (τ 0n ) → 0.
(iii) The choice of k ∈ [1, ∞) in (2.2) together with s, p, n, and Φ min (τ 0n ) satisfies,
(iv) The jump size is bounded below by a constant, i.e, β 0 − γ 0 2 > c > 0.
Condition B (assumptions on model distributions):
(i) The vectors x i = (x i1 , ..., x ip ) T , i = 1, .., n, are i.i.d subgaussian 2 with mean vector zero, and variance parameter σ 2 x ≤ C. Furthermore, the covariance matrix Σ := Ex i x T i has bounded eigenvalues, i.e., 0 < κ ≤ mineigen(Σ) < maxeigen(Σ) ≤ φ < ∞.
(ii) The model errors ε i are i.i.d. subgaussian with mean zero and variance parameter σ 2 ε ≤ C. (iv) The r.v.'s x i , w i , ε i are independent of each other.
Conditions A(ii) and A(iii) are both restrictions on the model dimensions and in fact A(ii) is implied by A(iii). However, both conditions are stated here since some of our results in Sections 3 and 4, hold under the weaker Condition A(ii). Condition A(iii) restricts the dimensionality of the model in accordance with the initializing u n -neighborhood. This additional assumption further 2 Recall that for α > 0, the random variable η is said to be α-subgaussian if, for all t ∈ R, E[exp(tη)] ≤ exp(α 2 t 2 /2).
Similarly, a random vector ξ ∈ R p is said to be α-subgaussian if the inner products ξ, v are α-subgaussian for any
restricts the dimensionality of the model in comparison to high dimensional models without change points, where one typically assumes s log p/n → 0. The boundedness condition A(iv) on the jump size β 0 − γ 0 2 allows the possibility that it may diverge with n.
The subgaussian assumptions in Condition B(i) and B(ii) are now standard in high dimensional linear regression models and are known to accommodate a large class of random designs. In ordinary high dimensional linear regression, these assumptions are used to establish well behaved restricted eigenvalues of the Gram matrix Raskutti, 2010; Rudelson and Zhou, 2011) , which are in turn used to derive convergence rates of 1 regularized estimators (Bickel, 2009; and several others) . Finally, Section 6 consists of an application of the proposed methodology to socio-economic data of U.S. collected from the 1990 U.S. census, and other sources.
Comparison to Existing Literature
From the viewpoint of obtaining parameter estimates in high dimensional linear models with change points, the works that are closely related to our article are Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) , and Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 . Thus, in this subsection we compare our work mostly with these articles in terms of assumptions, estimates of parameters and their rates of convergence, and other related improvements. We shall first begin with a comparison of the assumptions and then follow it up with a comparison of the estimators and their rates of convergence.
Comparison of assumptions:
Conditions A and B of this article are milder compared to those in Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) , and Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 . Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) assume that the jump size satisfies β 0 − γ 0 1 ≥ cs, and β 0 − γ 0 ∞ ≤ c. In comparison Condition A(iv) only assumes that β 0 − γ 0 2 ≥ c. As for the random design considered in the model, Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) assume it to be bounded while Lee et al. (2017) assume that the design variables satisfy the Cramérs condition, i.e., E|x ij | k ≤ c u c k−2 k!Ex 2 ij , ∀i, j, for any positive integer k ≥ 1. Both of these assumptions only allow a sub-class of the subgaussian family. In comparison, Condition B(i) of this article allows the random design to be governed by any member of the subgaussian family.
Next we shall compare conditions assumed on the covariance matrix Σ of the random design. In this article, Condition B(i) assumes that the minimum eigenvalue of Σ is bounded below. This condition together with the subgaussian distributional assumption yield well behaved restricted eigenvalues of the gram matrix n i=1 x i x T i /n, which are a key requirement to study any high dimensional regression model. Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) assume the same sufficient condition on the covariance of the design variables. However, Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 assume well behaved restricted eigenvalues of the matrices
. It can be shown that this uniform condition holds whenever the matrixΣ is uniformly nonsingular
This implies that Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 require the condition inf q∈T mineigen(Σ) > 0, which is stronger than that assumed in this paper and also Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) .
Comparison of estimators and their rates of convergence: As stated in Section 2, the computational cost of the estimators proposed in Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) , and Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 ) is of the order nLasso(n, p). Clearly, this can quickly become computationally intensive as the dimension on the data set increases. In comparison, the computational cost of Algorithm 1 is 2Lasso(n, p) and is thus scalable to deal with very large data. Next, in order to achieve their rates of convergence, Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) , and Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 include weighting schemes in their respective penalty functions pen(β, γ, τ, data). For example, Lee et al. (2016) define the penalty function as,
Since the above weighting scheme also depends on τ, sequential computation of these weights adds to the overall computational cost of the estimator. However Algorithm 1 of this article does not include any such weighting scheme in the penalty function. Even so the rate of convergence of the estimator from Algorithm 1 is at least as good as the rate achieved in Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) , and Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 . Note that, in high dimensional regression models, such weighting schemes in the penalty function are known to typically aid in variable selection (Zou, 2006) . However, from the perspective of obtaining good rates of convergence, it is also known that such modifications to the penalty function may not be necessary.
In the special case of a single change point, the rate of convergence of the change point estimate of Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) is |τ −τ 0n | ≤ c u c m log p/n. This is clearly slower than that described in (2.8). Also, their regression parameter estimates are shown to have the rate c u c m K x s log p/n,
The boundedness condition on the random design clearly effects the rate of convergence on their regression parameter estimates. The rate of convergence for the change point estimator obtained by Lee et al. (2016) may also be seen to be slower than the corresponding rate in (2.8). Finally, the rates of convergence defined by the bounds in (2.7) clearly characterize the effect of the jump size β 0 − γ 0 2 as well as the quantity Φ min (τ 0n ), which measures the closeness of τ 0n to the boundaries of its parametric space. However, such a clear characterization is not present in the rates of convergence of Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) , and Lee et al. (2016 Lee et al. ( , 2017 .
Preliminary Results
In this section we present preliminary results that are important for stating and proving our main results in Section 4. First, for any fixed τ, we define
Then clearly, for any fixed τ ∈ R,
We shall now state a key result that uniformly controls (over τ ) the quantity n −1 n i=1 ζ i (τ ).
be a positive sequence such that v n ≥ c log p/n, c > 0. Then under Condition B(iii), we have,
with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p).
To proceed further, define for any τ the following set of random indices,
Note that the cardinality of the random set n w is precisely the stochastic term controlled in Lemma 3.1, i.e., |n w | = n i=1 ζ i (τ ). This relation serves to provide bounds on several other stochastic terms considered in subsequent lemmas. The relationship between the cardinality of the random index set n w and the r.v.'s ζ i (τ ), i = 1, ..., n has also been used by Kaul (2017) in the context of graphical models with missing data.
Lemma 3.2 Let n w be the random set of indices as defined in (3.1), and T (τ 0n , u n ) be a u nneighborhood of τ 0n as defined in Lemma 3.1. Then under Condition B, we have for any fixed δ ∈ R p that,
with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p). Here c u > 0 is a universal constant, c a is an arbitrary constant that can be chosen as desired, and
constants assumed to be bounded above.
Finally in order to obtain the desired error bounds (2.7) and (2.8) we require restricted eigenvalue conditions on the gram matrix
For any deterministic set S ⊂ {1, 2, ..., p}, define the collection A as,
Then, Bickel et al. (2009) define the lower restricted eigenvalue condition as,
Other slightly weaker versions of this condition are also available in the literature such as the compatibility condition of Bühlmann and Van de Geer (2011) , and the q sensitivity of Gautier and Tsybakov (2011) . In the setup of common random designs, it is also well established that condition (3.3) holds with probability converging to 1, see for e.g. Raskutti (2010) , Rudelson and Zhou (2011) for Gaussian designs. In the subgaussian case, the plausibility of this condition is a consequence of the following general lemma, proof of which can be found in the supplementary material of Loh and Wainwright (2012) .
Lemma 3.3 Let z i ∈ R p , i = 1, ..., n be i.i.d subgaussian random vectors with variance parameter σ 2 z and covariance Σ z = Ez i z T i . Also, let λ min (Σ z ) and λ max (Σ z ) be the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the covariance matrix respectively. Then,
Loh and Wainwright (2012) provide this result in an errors-in-variables setting. However Lemma 3.3
can be seen to follow as a special case (substitute σ w = 0 in Lemma 1 of Loh and Wainwright, 2012: supplementary materials).
Under our high dimensional change point setup, we shall require versions of the restricted eigenvalue condition (3.3). In the following lemma, we shall show that all required conditions hold with probability converging to 1. Among other arguments, the proof of these conditions shall rely on Lemma 3.3. In Lemma 3.4 below, the collection A in (3.2) applies for the set S in Condition A.
Lemma 3.4 (Restricted Eigenvalue Conditions): Let T (τ 0n , u n ) be as in Lemma 3.1 and the set A as defined in (3.2) for S given in Condition A. Further, define the set A 2 = δ ∈ R p ; δ S c 1 ≤ 3 δ S 1 + 3 β 0 − γ 0 1 , and any positive sequence {v n }, where v n ≥ c log p/n, c > 0. Then under Conditions A(i), A(ii), and B, and for n sufficiently large, the following restricted eigenvalue conditions hold with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p),
Before moving on to state our main results in the next section, we make the following remark regarding the role of the set A 2 .
Remark 3.1 Note that if β−β 0 ∈ A, i.e.,
A 2 , we have,
Thus β − β 0 ∈ A, implies the vector δ ∈ A 2 . This relation is useful in proving Theorem 4.1 and Theroem 4.2 of the next section.
Main Results
We are now ready to state our first main result pertaining to the rate of convergence of the regression estimates obtained from (2.5) and (2.6) when τ (possibly random) is in a u n -neighborhood of τ 0n .
Theorem 4.1 Let T (τ 0n , u n ) be as defined in Lemma 3.1, where u n is any positive sequence satis-
For any τ ∈ T , letβ andγ be solutions to (2.5) and (2.6). Then under Conditions A(i), A(ii), and B, and for any λ 1 ≥ c u c m max{ log p/n, β 0 − γ 0 2 u n }, and for n sufficiently large, we have for q = 1, 2,
with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p). 
with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p). Since s 1/q β 0 − γ 0 2 u n Φ(τ 0n ) may diverge, these estimates are not guaranteed to be consistent. However, (i) and (ii) above play an important role in deriving convergence rates of estimators from subsequents steps of Algorithm 1.
In order to establish rates of convergence of estimators of Step 1 and Step 2 of Algorithm 1,
we require the following additional notation. For any τ ∈ R, β, γ ∈ R p , let
Lemma 4.1 Let Conditions A(i), A(ii) and B hold. With S as defined in Condition A, for any
where A is defined in (3.2). Then, for positive sequences u n , v n such that u n ≥ v n ≥ c log p/n, c > 0, the following lower bound for R n (τ, β, γ) holds with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p),
(ii) The lower bound for R n (τ, β, γ), over the set {τ ∈ R; τ < τ 0n , v n ≤ Φ * (τ 0n , τ ) ≤ u n }, follows by replacing (β − β 0 ) with (γ − γ 0 ) and (γ − γ 0 ) with (β − β 0 ) throughout (4.1).
Our main result on rate of convergence of the estimates obtained from Algorithm 1 is stated in Theorem 4.2 below. While the complete proof of the theorem is given in the appendix, here we provide a sketch of the main idea behind the proof. Basically, for any positive sequence v n slower in rate than those given in (2.7), we shall show that,
R n τ,β (0) ,γ (0) > 0, for n sufficiently large.
Upon noting that the global optimizerτ (1) by definition satisfies R n (τ (1) ,β (0) ,γ (0) ) ≤ 0, we would have shown that the corresponding global optimizerτ (1) satisfies the rate (2.7). Along the way a sequence of recursions are required in order to sequentially sharpen the bound for the change point estimate. Supportive arguments are also required to show that the eventual bound is satisfied with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p). In this process, the following remark is quite helpful.
Remark 4.2 For any sequence u n , let G u represent the event on which the results of Lemmas 3.1 -3.4 hold simultaneously. Since this involves an intersection of a finite number of sets where each of the individual bounds hold with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p), we have that hold simultaneously for any sequence {u j n }, j = 1, ..., ∞. Here G u ∞ represents the set corresponding to the sequence u ∞ n = u a∞ n . Also, by construction P (G u ∞ ) ≥ 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p).
Theorem 4.2 Assume Conditions A and B and let u n be as defined in (2.2). Then for n sufficiently large, we have,
hold with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p).
Implementation and Numerical Results
The main objectives of this empirical study are to evaluate the sensitivity of Algorithm 1 to the initializing value τ (0) , and to evaluate the overall performance of Algorithm 1, i.e., its ability to consistently estimate β 0 , γ 0 , τ 0n .
Simulation setup and benchmark estimators
We consider the data generating process (1.1) where ε i , w i and x i are drawn independently satisfying
, and x i ∼ N (0, Σ). Here, Σ is a p × p matrix with elements Σ ij = ρ |i−j| , i, j = 1, ..., p. We set, σ ε = σ w = 1 and ρ = 0.5. The regression parameters of the model are set to be β 0 = (1, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0) T p×1 , and γ 0 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0) T p×1 , i.e., the first three and six components of β 0 and γ 0 are non-zero, respectively, and the rest are all zeros. The regularizer λ 1 in Step 0 and Step 2 of Algorithm 1 is chosen by minimizing the least squares loss over an independently generated validation data set of size 10n. Simulations are performed for all combinations of the parameters n ∈ {250, 500, 750}, p ∈ {25, 250, 500}, and Φ(τ 0n ) ∈ {0.025, 0.075, 0.125, ..., 0.975}. Note that for each fixed p, the total number of model parameters to be estimated is 2p + 1.
The metrics of interest are bias and mean squared error: bias(β) = E(β − β 0 ) 2 , bias(γ) =
For every combination of parameters, we compute and report these metrics based on 100 replications. All computations are performed in R and use the optimization software Mosek to perform the Lasso optimization. Mosek is an interior point methods based solver, which is wrapped through the R package Rmosek.
In order to achieve our first objective of examining sensitivity of Algorithm 1 to the initializing value τ (0) , we consider two schemes to choose the initializer of Algorithm 1. The first is to set τ (0) =w = n −1 w i , i.e., the starting value is set equal to the empirical mean of w. This is done in an effort to make the initializer equidistant from the two extremes of the support of w.
This approach is represented as 'Algorithm 1A'. The second scheme we consider is to choose the initializer τ (0) by setting it to one of values {w m q ; m = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}, where w m q represents the m th empirical quantile of w = (w 1 , ..., w n ) T . This is done by first computingβ(τ ) andγ(τ ) in , and finally selecting τ (0) as the value that minimizes the least squares loss over these three choices. Note that the latter approach has an additional computational burden of two Lasso(n, p) optimizations in comparison to the former. This approach is represented as 'Algorithm 1B'. Note that neither of the proposed mechanisms to initialize the algorithm enforce the u n -neigborhood condition of (2.2) and both are easily implementable in practice. Finally, we also choose τ (0) = τ 0n , i.e., the true change point, and we shall refer to this as 'Algorithm 1 (benchmark)'. Clearly Algorithm 1 (benchmark) is not practical since τ 0n unknown in practice.
However, it serves as a benchmark for assesing the sensitivity of the algorithm to τ (0) . In addition, we also compute the ordinary lasso (2.4) with τ = τ 0n , which we refer to as Lasso (benchmark).
This serves as a benchmark for assesing only the regression parameter estimates.
Results and discussion
The bias and mean squared error (mse) of estimates obtained from Algorithms 1A, 1B, Algorithm 1(benchmark), and Lasso (benchmark) for all combinations of n ∈ {250, 500, 750}, p ∈ {25, 250, 500}, and Φ(τ 0n ) ∈ {0.125, 0.625} are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 Table 2 : Numerical results of Algorithm 1A and 1B, Algorithm 1(benchmark) and Lasso (benchmark) for n ∈ {250, 500, 750}, p ∈ {25, 250, 500}, and Φ(τ 0n ) = 0.625. Note that Lasso (benchmark) computes only the regression parameter estimates. 
Application
In this section, we apply our proposed methodology to the 'Communities and Crime' data set of Redmond and Baveja (2002) , available publicly at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/ Communities+and+Crime. This data contains: (i) socio-economic data at a community level from across the entire United states, and is collected from the 1990 US Census, (ii) years, amongst many others. This data was recently analyzed by Leonardi and Bühlmann (2016) for detecting and identifying change points in covariates when the change point(s) are modeled over time. In this study we are interested in identifying changes in covariates when the change occurs through a change inducing variable. Specifically, we consider the change inducing variable to be the median household income, in an effort to investigate whether violent crime at a community level is influenced by distinct socio-economic factors below and above a certain threshold of the median household income, and also to estimate the threshold level of the median income level at which such a transition occurs.
The full data set consists of n = 1994 observations and p = 128 variables, which have been normalized to [0, 1] scale. The normalization process is described in the webpage whose link has been provided at the beginning of this section. This normalized data is pre-processed by deleting observations with any missing values, and by eliminating predictors that are highly correlated with other predictor variables. After the pre-processing, we obtain a filtered data set with n = 319 communities and p = 77 predictor variables (excluding the change inducing variable). The remaining data is then mean centered and scaled columnwise in order to remove the need for an intercept term in the regression, mainly to be consistent with model (1.1). Finally, predictor variables having a significant correlation with the change inducing variable have also been dropped from the analysis. within one standard error of the minimum cross-validation error, as suggested in (Hastie et al., 2009, page 244) . Table 3 summarizes estimation and variable selection results for the regression coefficients of the assumed model 1.1. The estimated change pointτ (1) = 0.872 which is the 0.825 th empirical quantile of w.
A noteworthy observation about the estimated pre and post coefficientsβ (1) ,γ (1) from Table 3 is the drastic change in non-zero features across theτ ( Appendix A
Proofs of results in Section 3
Proof of Lemma 3.1: Let τ 1 > τ 0n be a boundary point on the right of τ 0n , such that Φ * (τ 0n , τ 1 ) = u n . Then recall that
Also, note that p n := Eζ i (τ 1 ) = Φ * (τ 0n , τ 1 ). Since ζ i , i = 1, ..., n are Bernoulli r.v.'s, for any s > 0, the moment generating function is given by E(exp(sζ i )) = q n + p n exp(s), where q n = 1 − p n . Applying the Chernoff Inequality, we obtain,
Now in order to show,
We divide the argument into two cases. First, for any arbitrary constant c a > 0, we let Φ * (τ 0n , τ 1 ) ≥ c a log p/n, upon choosing t = nΦ * (τ 0n , τ 1 ) we obtain,
Using the deterministic inequality (1 + x) k ≤ exp(kx), for any k, x > 0, we obtain that
The inequality to the right follows by choosing s = log 2, which maximizes the function f (s) = 2s − e s + 1 and provides a positive value at the maximum, and by using the restriction Φ * (τ 0n , τ ) ≥ c log p/n. Next we let Φ * (τ 0n , τ 1 ) < c a log p/n. Here choose t = c a log p to obtain,
Calling upon the inequality (1 + x) k ≤ exp(kx), for any k, x > 0, we can bound the RHS of (A.2) from above by exp − sc a log p + (e s − s − 1) log p . Now s = log(1 + c a ) provides a positive value at the maximum, since it maximizes f (s) = (1 + c a )s − e s + 1. Then for any c a > 0, we obtain,
Upon combining both cases, (A.1) follows by noting Φ (τ 0n , τ 1 ) = u n . Now repeating the same argument for a fixed boundary point τ 2 on the left of τ 0n , such that Φ(τ 0n ) − Φ(τ 2 ) = u n , and applying a union bound we obtain,
It remains to show that (A.1) holds uniformly over T (τ 0n , u n ). For this, we begin by noting that for any τ ∈ T (τ 0n , u n ), where τ > τ 0n we have
Part (i) of this lemma follows by combining (A.4) with the bound in (A.3).
To prove Part (ii) we use a lower bound for sums of non-negative r.v.s' stated in Lemma B.2.
This result was originally proved by Maurer (2003) . For a fixed right boundary point τ 1 > τ such that τ 1 − τ = v n , set t = v n /2 in Lemma B.2. Then we have
where the last inequality follows from v n ≥ c a log p/n. We obtain the same bound applying a similar argument for the left boundary point τ 2 < τ 0n such that τ 0n − τ 2 = v n . Now applying an elementary union bound we obtain
Finally to obtain uniformity over τ ∈ τ ; Φ * (τ 0n , τ ) ≥ v n note that for τ > τ 0n , we have ζ i (τ ) =
and for any τ < τ 0n , we have
Part(ii) follows by combining (A.5) and (A.6). This complete the proof of Lemma 3.1.
2
Proof of Lemma 3.2: We begin with the proof of Part (i). Note that the RHS of the inequality in Part (i) is normalized by the 2 norm of δ. Hence, without loss of generality we can assume δ 2 = 1. Now, the proof of this lemma relies on |n w | = n i=1 ζ i (τ ), where ζ i (τ ) are as defined for Lemma 3.1. Note that if |n w | = 0 then Lemma 3.2 holds trivially with proability 1, thus without loss of generality we shall assume that |n w | > 0. Now, for any fixed τ ∈ T (τ 0n , u n ), we have
The second key observation is that under Condition A(iv) and by properties of conditional expectations (see e.g. Lemma B.3), the conditional probability P w (· ) = P (· |w) can be bounded by treating w as a constant. Thus,
where the above probability bound is obtained by an application of Part ( we obtain,
The result in (A.8) together with (A.7) yields,
Taking expectations on both sides of the inequality (A.9) and observing that the RHS of the conditional probability (A.9) is free of w, we obtain,
On the other hand, we have by the result of Lemma 3.1 that with probability at least 1−c 1 exp(−c 2 log p)
that sup τ ∈T |n w |/n ≤ c u max{c a log p/n, u n }. Also, it is straightforward to see that δ T Σ ∞ ≤ c u φ, for some constant c u > 0. Thus with the same probability we have the bound, sup τ ∈T (τ 0n ,un)
|n w | n δ T Σ ∞ ≤ c u φ max c a log p n , u n . (A.11) By applying Part (i) of Lemma 3.1 we also have the following bound with probability at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p),
|n w | n log p |n w | ≤ c u log p n max c a log p n , √ u n ≤ c u max c a log p n , u n .
(A.12)
The final inequality follows upon noting that if log p/n √ u n ≥ u n then u n ≤ log p/n. Finally also note that sup τ ∈T (|n w |/n)(log p/|n w |) ≤ log p/n. Part Let P w (· ) denote the conditional probability P (· |w), where w = (w 1 , ..., w n ) T . Then using Lemma Note that, despite the recursions in the above argument, the probability of the bound obtained after every recursion is maintained to be at least 1 − c 1 exp(−c 2 log p), this follows from Remark 4.2. To finish the proof, note that k ∈ (1, 3], a m = 1/2 + a m−1 /2, ∀m and when k > 3, a m = 1/2 + a m−1 /2, for m large enough. Finally, if we continue the above recursions an infinite number of times we obtain a ∞ = ∞ m=1 1/2 m = 1. This finishes the proof for Part (i). Now, Part (ii) and Part (iii) follow by a direct application of Theorem 4.1, thus completing the proof of the theorem.
2.
This result is as stated in Theorem 1 of Maurer (2003) , it provides a lower bound on a sum of positive independent r.v.'s.
Lemma B.3 Suppose X and Y are independent random variables. Let φ be a function with E|φ(X, Y )| < ∞ and let g(x) = Eφ(x, Y ), then
This is an elementary result on conditional expectations and is stated for the reader's convenience.
A straightforward proof can be found in Example 1.5. page 222, Durrett, Ed. 3.
